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Evolution of anisotropic magnetic properties
through helix-to-fan transition in helical
antiferromagnetic EuCo2As2
Jong Hyuk Kim1, Mi Kyung Kim 1✉, Jae Min Hong1, Hyun Jun Shin 1, Ki Won Jeong1, Jin Seok Kim1,

Kyungsun Moon1, Nara Lee 1✉ & Young Jai Choi 1✉

A helimagnet comprises a noncollinear spin structure formed by competing exchange

interactions. Recent advances in antiferromagnet-based functionalities have broadened the

scope of target materials to include noncollinear antiferromagnets. However, a microscopic

understanding of the magnetic anisotropy associated with the intricate evolution of non-

collinear spin states has not yet been accomplished. Here, we have explored the anisotropic

magnetic aspects in a layered helimagnet of EuCo2As2 by measuring the magnetic field and

angle dependence of the magnetic torque. By adopting an easy-plane anisotropic spin model,

we can visualize the detailed spin configurations that evolve in the presence of rotating

magnetic fields. This is directly related to the two distinctive magnetic phases characterized

by the reversal of the magnetic torque variation across the helix-to-fan transition. Our

advanced approach provides an in-depth understanding of the anisotropic properties of

noncollinear-type antiferromagnets and a useful guidance for potential applications in spin-

processing functionalities.
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The identification of material parameters that crucially
influence intrinsic magnetic properties is a key element
in finding suitable materials for magnetic functional-

ities. Magnetocrystalline anisotropy is of particular sig-
nificance for stabilizing the preferred orientation of spin
configurations and dominating the evolution of anisotropic
magnetic features under magnetic fields1–3. It emerges from
the anisotropic nature of spin–orbit interactions and varies
depending on the structure and symmetry of the magnetic
compounds4,5. Following the establishment of the perception
that antiferromagnetic (AFM) order governs dynamic mag-
netotransport, the field of antiferromagnetic spintronics has
rapidly developed, thus providing innovative concepts to
realize spin-processing device applications6–15. However, col-
linear antiferromagnets are generally exploited as the basic
element for spintronic functionalities. In this regard, detailed
examinations of anisotropic characteristics in noncollinear
antiferromagnets can expand the scope of the target materials
and construct generic foundations to manipulate anisotropy
for extensive magnetic applications.

EuCo2As2 (ECA) belongs to the ThCr2Si2-type structure family
and crystallizes in a body-centered tetragonal structure (I4/mmm
space group) with lattice constants of a= 0.391 nm and
c= 1.153 nm (See Supplementary Note 1)16,17. In such layered
compounds, the two- or three-dimensional nature arises with
respect to the interlayer bonding strength, and the physical
properties can be controlled by chemical doping17,18. This results
in a variety of electronic and magnetic states, such as the heavy
fermion behavior in CeCu2Si219,20, Fe-based superconductivity in
K-doped BaFe2As221,22, and intricate magnetic phase diagrams
based on unconventional magnetism in (La,Nd)Co2P223. ECA has
a two-dimensional characteristic, which allows it to be
mechanically exfoliated. The magnetic Eu2+ ions (S= 7/2 and
L= 0) show a helimagnetic order with slight incommensurability
of the propagation vector k= (0, 0, 0.79), as confirmed by a
previous neutron diffraction experiment17. In contrast, the
magnetic moments of Co ions are paramagnetic, irrespective of
the temperature16,24.

Helimagnets have a prototypical noncollinear spin structure,
in which the spin direction is rotated spatially in the plane, but
the rotation axis is parallel to the propagation direction25. The
zero net moment associated with rotating spins in a heli-
magnet shares the advantages of collinear-type antiferro-
magnets, such as the absence of a stray field and ultrafast spin
dynamics26–30. However, the study of magnetic anisotropy in
noncollinear antiferromagnets remains to be explored because
of the difficulty in analyzing the complicated spin states
formed during the application and rotation of the magnetic
field. In this study, we performed a detailed investigation of
the magnetic anisotropy in helimagnetic EuCo2As2 by
exploiting the magnetic torque measurements. The magnetic
field along the axis perpendicular to the helical axis results in a
helix-to-fan magnetic transition, across which the angle-
dependent torque is progressively reversed. The microscopic
spin model with planar magnetocrystalline anisotropy allows
the verification of the continuously varying spin states formed
during the rotation of the magnetic fields, which would be
challenging to be determined from scattering experiments due
to the limiting field geometry. Further, we quantified the
strength of exchange couplings and magnetocrystalline aniso-
tropy, and correlated the estimated spin states directly with the
reversal trend in angle-dependent torque data through the
helix-to-fan transition. It is distinctive from most ordinary
inferences on the magnetic torque data, drawn by the simple
fitting use of a series of sinusoidal functions deduced by the
angle derivative of the magnetic free energy31–34.

Results
Structure and magnetic properties. The crystallographic and
spin structures are depicted in Fig. 1a, b. Two Co2As2 layers are
placed opposite to each other and are separated by a magnetic Eu
layer. The net magnetic moment in the Eu layer rotates in the ab
plane with propagation along the c-axis. In Fig. 1b, viewed from
the c-axis, five different Eu spins stacked along the c-axis are
shown to overlap in each Eu. The angle between the two Eu
moments for the adjacent layers is 142.2°, which indicates that the
pitch of the helix is slightly incommensurate. The schematics in
Fig. 1c show the helix structure that is formed in zero magnetic-
field (H) and fan structure in H along the a axis. The AFM
interaction between the nearest Eu layers with the comparable
AFM interaction between the next-nearest Eu layers lead to the
helical order in ECA, which emerges at TN= 46 K. The magnetic
susceptibility, χ=M/H, where M is the magnetization, was
measured at H= 1 T upon warming after zero-H-cooling for the
a- (χa) and c- (χc) axes, as shown in Fig. 1d, e, respectively. The
anomaly at the Néel temperature, TN verifies the onset of the
helical AFM order, and the large inclination of χa is compatible
with the spins favorably oriented in the ab plane.

In a collinear antiferromagnet, a sufficient strength of H along
the magnetic easy axis may induce a spin-flop or spin-flip
transition, determined by the relative strength of the magnetocrys-
talline anisotropy35–37. Through the magnetic transition, the AFM
phase converts to a flopped or flipped phase, along with distinct
anomalies of magnetic properties. Such an anomalous feature can
also be found in noncollinear-type antiferromagnets. As
shown in Fig. 2a, a sudden increase in Ma (M along the a-axis)
appears at Hm= 4.7 T and T= 2 K and indicates a helix-to-fan
transition16,27,38,39. The fan phase can be characterized by the net
magnetic moments oscillating spatially along the propagation
vector. A behavior similar to the spin-flop transition is presented
by the extrapolation of the linear slope above Hm merging at the
origin. A slight magnetic hysteresis, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2a,
manifests the first-order nature of this transition40. Owing to the
strong magnetic anisotropy, Mc (M along the c-axis) increases
linearly, which is ascribed to the continual canting of the net
moments. While the slope ofMc is constant, the slope ofMa, which
is smaller than that of Mc below Hm, becomes larger across Hm.

Easy-plane anisotropic spin model. A substantial aspect of the
helix-to-fan structure was examined theoretically by introducing
an easy-plane anisotropic spin model (see “Methods” in detail).
We considered the commensurate helical spin structure (k= 0.8)
for the convenience of calculation. The competing exchange
energy for the relative angle φ of the two adjacent moments is
given by E=N ¼ 2S2 J1cosφþ J2cos2φ

� �
, where J1 and J2 repre-

sent the AFM coupling strengths between the Eu2+ moments of
the two nearest and next-nearest layers, respectively, and S ¼ 7=2
for the Eu2+ ions. Energy minimization yields φ ¼ cos�1ð� J1

4J2
Þ

and J2 ¼ 0:31J1 at φ= 4
5 π for the helical order in the ECA38. By

tracing the minimum total magnetic energy in the presence of H
for the full spin Hamiltonian, we theoretically calculated Ma and
Mc as a function of H. By fitting the theoretical result of Ma to the
experimental data taken at 2 K, we obtained the following rela-
tions using Hm= 4.7 T: gμBHm=J1S ¼ 1:18, K5 ¼ 0:022J1S, and
JS2 ¼ 5:45 ´ 106 Jm�3, where the electron g-factor g = 2 and μB
denotes the Bohr magneton41. Fitting the theoretical result of Mc

to the experimental data that were taken at 2 K leads to the
additional relation Kθ ¼ 0:35J1S

2 ¼ 1:96 ´ 106Jm�3, consistent
with the previous work41. The calculatedMa andMc, as plotted in
Fig. 2b, d, agree well with the measured data upon including the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy in the ac plane. The absence of a
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four-fold rotational anisotropy in the ab plane, which can be
ascribed to the tetragonal structure, indicates that the helical spin
order forms independently of the ab planar crystalline axes. The
merit of our model calculation is evident in the direct quantifi-
cation of the spin configurations formed during the shift from the
helix to the fan state, as illustrated in Supplementary Fig. 1 and
listed in Supplementary Table 2 (Supplementary Note 2). The
orientations of the net moments in the helical state (Ha= 4 T)
turn considerably in the Ha direction, as illustrated Fig. 2b. In the
fan state, the moments away from the Ha direction tend to be
close together perpendicularly and convert further to the Ha

direction under a strong Ha= 9 T (Fig. 2b). In contrast, for the
hard spin c-axis, the net moments are continually canted in the
direction of Hc, which leads to the formation of a chiral conical
state, as shown in the inset of Fig. 2d.

The magnetocrystalline anisotropy in ECA tends to restrict the
orientations of the net moments within the ab plane, and
competing AFM interactions result in a stable helical phase at
zero H17. Ha triggers phase conversion to the fan phase with
considerable variation inMa. As T is increased, Hm lowers slightly
till 20 K, but decreases faster above 20 K (Fig. 3a). Hm at 40 K was
observed to be 2.9 T, determined by the derivative of Ma. The
anomalous feature at Hm also diminishes with increasing T. The
slope of Ma after Hm is attributed to the additional canting of the
net moments in the fan state, whose behavior is maintained up to
a higher T. The linearly increasing trend of Mc remains intact at a
higher T, which exhibits a gradual canting of the net moments to
the rotation axis (Fig. 3b). At 40 K, a slight decrease in the
slope above 7 T is observed in both Ma and Mc, which reflects
the influence of thermal fluctuations interfering with the
additional canting of the net moments to the field direction
(Fig. 3a, b).

Anisotropic magnetic-torque properties. The anisotropic mag-
netic properties and occurrence of the helix-to-fan transition can
also be investigated by performing an experiment on the mag-
netic torque per unit volume, τ=M ×H, as plotted in Fig. 3c,
d31,42–46. For the rotation of H in the ac plane, ϑ is the angle of H
deviating from the c-axis, as shown in the schematic (inset of
Fig. 3d) (ϑ= 0° for the c-axis and ϑ= 90° for the a-axis). At ϑ
slightly smaller than 90°, magnetic torque (τ) starts from zero and
increases positively as H is increased, reaching a peak at Hm. After
Hm, τ gradually decreases and changes to negative values by
crossing zero at ~6.7 T. A larger deviation from 90° generates an
improved peak at Hm. As ϑ becomes larger than 90°, τ is entirely
reversed because the relative angle between M and H changes its
sign at 90°. However, at ϑ near 0°, small and broad variations
were observed by sweeping H. The difference in the behavior of τ
indicates the largely anisotropic nature of the ECA crystals.

The development of anisotropic magnetic properties across the
helix-to-fan transition was examined based on the angular
dependence of the magnetic τ, as shown in Fig. 4a, b31,42–46. At
H= 4 T below Hm, the slopes of τ at ϑ= 90° and 270° are larger
than those at ϑ= 0° and 180°, which indicates the susceptible
variation of τ near ϑ= 90° and 270° (Fig. 4a). This anisotropic
behavior is consistent with the different slopes between Ma and Mc

below Hm (Fig. 2a, c). Above Hm, the anisotropic nature is adjusted
by the enhanced Ma through the spin-reorientation transition, and
the larger slope of Ma comparable to that of Mc (Fig. 2a, c). At
H= 7 T, the values of τ near ϑ= 90° and 270° are partly reversed,
but the positive slope of τ near ϑ= 0° and 180° is sustained
(Fig. 4a). The sign of τ is completely reversed at H= 9 T because
the helix-to-fan transition can be induced by a small rotation of H
near ϑ= 0° and 180°. The contour plots in Fig. 4b show a distinct
aspect of the gradual H-driven reversal of τ above Hm. As T is

Fig. 1 Structure and magnetic susceptibility. a Side view of the crystallographic and magnetic structures of EuCo2As2 (ECA). The orange, blue, and grey
spheres denote Eu, Co, and As atoms, respectively. The red arrow on each Eu indicates the individual spin direction. The net Eu moment in a layer rotates
spatially in the ab plane with the propagation vector k= (0, 0, 0.79). b Top view of the crystal and magnetic structures. Five different spins stacked along
the c-axis are shown overlapped in each Eu. c Schematics of helical (k= 0.8) and fan structures, respectively. In the schematics, all arrows corresponding
to the net magnetic moments in each Eu layer begin from a single common point in the center. The Eu layers are numbered from 1 to 5 around the c-axis.
d Temperature (T)-dependent magnetic susceptibility χ=M/H, measured upon warming at H= 1 T after zero-field cooling for the a-axis, χa. The vertical
gray line denotes the Nèel temperature, TN= 46 K. e T-dependent χ for the c-axis, χc, taken at H= 1 T after zero-field cooling.
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Fig. 3 Temperature evolution of anisotropic magnetization and magnetic-field-dependent torques. a Isothermal Ma measured at various temperatures,
T= 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 40 K. The Ma data are shifted vertically for clear visualization. A marked scale indicates 1 μB/f.u., where f.u. denotes the
formular unit. The inverted triangles represent the occurrence of Hm at each T. b IsothermalMc measured at various temperatures, T= 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30,
and 40 K. cMagnetic-field dependence of the magnetic torque, τ, measured at ϑ= 86°, 88°, 89°, 91°, 92°, and 94° for T= 2 K. d H-dependent τ, measured
at ϑ= –4°, –2°, 2°, and 4° for T= 2 K. The inset shows the geometry of the applied H in the ac plane. ϑ= 0° for the c-axis and ϑ= 90° for the a-axis.

Fig. 2 Measured and calculated anisotropic magnetization. a Isothermal magnetization, measured along the a-axis (Ma) at T= 2 K. Red inverted triangle
specifies the occurrence of the helix-to-fan transition, Hm= 4.7 T. The inset displays a magnified view ofMa, indicating the manifestation of weak magnetic
hysteresis. b Isothermal magnetization obtained from the easy-plane spin model by fitting to the experimental Ma at T= 2 K. The schematics in the inset
depict helical and fan states at H= 4 and 9 T, respectively, along the a-axis. The right blue arrow designates the magnitude and direction of H. Beginnings
of the red arrows in layers indicating net magnetic moments are placed together at one point. c Isothermal magnetization, measured along the c-axis (Mc)
at T= 2 K. d Isothermal magnetization obtained from the easy-plane spin model by fitting to the experimental Mc at T= 2 K. The schematics in the inset
display chiral conical states at H= 4 and 9 T along the c-axis.
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increased, the angle dependences are similar to the reduced values
of τ and lowered Hm, as demonstrated in the plots of τ for T= 20
and 40K in Supplementary Fig. 2 (Supplementary Note 3).

The angular dependence of τ was also theoretically estimated,
as shown in Fig. 4c, d. By rotating a specific H, the minimum
magnetic energy associated with the model Hamiltonian was
calculated, generating the value of τ corresponding to the
orientation of the magnetic moment in each layer at a given
angle. A similar trend of τ variations as in the experiment is
observed as H is increased, which indicates that the progress of
the anisotropic properties through the magnetic transition can be
adequately explained by the presence of easy-plane magnetocrys-
talline anisotropy (Fig. 4c). The contour plots of the calculated
angular dependence of τ are also comparable to the experimental
results (Fig. 4d). In the theoretical estimation, the partially
reversed behavior of τ near ϑ= 90° and 270° arises immediately
after Hm because the Ha component near ϑ= 90° and 270° is
sufficient to trigger the helix-to-fan transition. However, in
practice, the fractional reversal of τ occurs at H values higher than
Hm (Fig. 4b). This can be attributed to the historical dependence
of typical magnetic measurements47. For comparison, the
occurrence of the magnetic phase transition at Hm is elucidated
using the Ha-dependent τ data, as shown in Fig. 3c.

Correlation between spin states and magnetic torques. In
addition, the easy-plane spin model is used to establish precise
net-moment configurations during the rotation of H, which
manifests an intimate relationship between the diverse spin states
and magnetic τ data. The value of τ is zero at ϑ= 0°, 90°, and 180°

because of the parallel alignment between the net M and H. At
H= 4 T, starting from ϑ= 0°, at which the net moment in each
layer is slightly canted in the H direction, the τ value increases by
the rotation of H (Fig. 5a). The net M is rotated less than H
(Fig. 5b), which is compatible with the smaller slope of Ma

compared with that of Mc below Hm. The deviation between the
net M and H causes a positive τ and is maximized at approxi-
mately ϑ= 60°. With H close to ϑ= 90°, the net moments tend to
move appreciably in the H direction. Further rotation of H over
ϑ= 90° induces a smooth sign change in τ with the netM rotating
faster than H. τ is minimized around ϑ= 120° with the maximum
deviation between the net M and H and approaches zero as ϑ gets
closer to 180°. Similar sign variations are obtained by fully
rotating H. At H= 6 T, after the helix-to-fan transition, the
partially reversed behavior of τ near ϑ= 90° can be properly
interpreted by the detailed arrangements of the net moments and
angles of the net M, as shown in Fig. 5c, d. For ϑ up to
approximately 60°, the positive value of τ is maintained when H is
insufficient to produce the magnetic transition along the a-axis.
Further rotation of H across ϑ= 60° activates the transition with
the orientations of magnetic moments turning considerably
toward the a-axis and transforms the τ state from positive to
negative by orienting the net M more than H. Across ϑ= 90°,
another sign change occurs with the net M rotating less than H.
The negative c component shows antisymmetric behavior with
respect to ϑ= 90°. At H= 9 T, the overall angular dependence of
τ is completely reversed, with an enhanced magnitude of τ
(Fig. 5e). At a low ϑ, the net M tends to follow the direction of H,
resulting in plateau-like behavior (Fig. 5f). For further rotation of
H, the faster rotation of net M engenders a negative value of τ

Fig. 4 Measured and calculated magnetic torques. a Angle dependence of magnetic torque per unit volume, τ=M ×H, measured at T= 2 K by rotating H
in the ac plane at H= 4, 7, and 9 T. ϑ= 0° for the c-axis and ϑ= 90° for the a-axis. The scale of τ at 9 T is two times larger than those at 4 and 7 T. b 3D
contour plot of the angle-dependent τ data measured at different H and T= 2 K. A colour that corresponds to the scale of colour bar indicates the value of
magnetic torque. c Angle dependence of τ calculated from the easy-plane anisotropic spin model at H= 4, 6, and 9 T. d 3D contour plot constructed by the
angle-dependent τ data estimated at different H. A colour that corresponds to the scale of colour bar indicates the value of magnetic torque.
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because of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy under which the
spins are preferentially directed to the magnetic easy ab plane. At
ϑ > 90°, H, which contains a negative c component, causes the net
moments to turn slower than H and generates a positive τ value.
The precise angles of Eu moments, attained from the easy-plane
spin model, are listed in Supplementary Tables 3–5 (Supple-
mentary Note 4).

Discussion
Magnetic torque measurement is specifically suitable for deter-
mining the angular dependence of magnetic properties with
extreme sensitivity to detecting tiny torque variations. In an
antiferromagnet with a certain axial or planar anisotropy, the
magnetic torque is derived from the relative angle deviation
between the spin- and magnetic-field directions, which is strongly
affected by the magnetocrystalline anisotropy. However, most
ordinary interpretations were made by the phenomenological
fitting using a series of sinusoidal functions attained from the
angle derivative of the magnetic free energy31–34. Thus, the
strength of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy and relevant spin
states could not be quantified. It is also challenging to consider
the magnetic phase transitions44. In the helical antiferromagnet
EuCo2As2, we determined the magnetocrystalline anisotropy
energy and ascertained two different magnetic phases character-
ized by the progressive reversal of angle-dependent magnetic

torque through the magnetic phase transition. Neutron diffrac-
tion and resonant X-ray scattering techniques used in large
facilities have been generally utilized to reveal the temperature
and magnetic-field evolutions of microscopic magnetic structures
for noncollinear antiferromagnets39,48–50. However, it is techni-
cally difficult to detect continually varying spin states in the
presence of rotating magnetic fields. An obvious merit of our
theoretical model calculations is the easy access to the magnetic-
moment orientations in each layer by estimating the minimum
magnetic energy with respect to the easy-plane anisotropic spin
Hamiltonian. Our approach enables us to establish a direct
connection between the spin states and magnetic torque data, and
thus, provides information with regards to analysis of anisotropic
magnetic properties, which can be extended to other collinear and
noncollinear antiferromagnetic materials.

Methods
Sample preparation. We grew EuCo2As2 single crystals using the flux method
with Sn flux16. A mixture of Eu, Co, As, and Sn in a 1.05:2:2:15 molar ratio was
placed in a crucible vacuum-sealed in a quartz tube. The tube was kept at 1050 °C
for 20 h, slowly cooled to 600 °C at a rate of 3.75 °C h−1, and then cooled to room
temperature at a rate of 100 °C h−1 in a tube furnace. Crystals with typical
dimensions of 1.5 × 1.5 × 0.1 mm3 were obtained.

Magnetization and magnetic torque measurements. The temperature and
magnetic-field dependences of the magnetization measurements were performed

Fig. 5 Detailed magnetic-moment configurations of the angular-dependent magnetic torques. a Angular dependence of τ, calculated from the model
Hamiltonian. H is rotated in the ac plane at H= 4 T. The schematics indicate the configurations of the net magnetic moments with respect to the H
directions. b Angles of net magnetization (θM) with respect to the rotation of H (ϑH) at H= 4 T. c Calculated angular dependence of τ at H= 6 T. d θM with
respect to ϑH at H= 6 T. e Calculated angular dependence of τ at H= 9 T. f θM with respect to ϑH at H= 9 T.
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with the field along the a- and c-axes using a vibrating sample magnetometer
module in a physical property measurement system (PPMS, Quantum Design,
Inc.). The magnetic torque was measured using the torque magnetometer option of
the PPMS. A clean piece of the crystal was mounted on the piezoresistive cantilever
of a torque magnetometer chip (P109A, Quantum Design, Inc.). With the chip on a
single-axis rotator, the angle-dependent torque can be probed via a polar angle scan
of the magnetic field in the ac plane. A tiny variation in torque (1 × 10−9N ∙m) can
be sensitively detected by a Wheatstone bridge circuit.

Theoretical calculations. To describe the helical spin order in EuCo2As2, we
employ the easy-plane anisotropic spin Hamiltonian:

H=N ¼ J1 ∑
5

i¼1
S
!

i � S
!

iþ1 þ J2 ∑
5

i¼1
S
!

i � S
!

iþ2 � gμB H
!� ∑

5

i¼1
S
!

i þ Kθ∑
5

i¼1
cos2θi

� K5S ðsinϑÞ4 ∑
5

i¼1
cos5φi;

ð1Þ

where N denotes the number of Eu2+ moments in a single layer38,41. We consider
the helical spin structure of ECA as commensurate (k= 0.8) for convenience of
calculation, and therefore include only five layers with periodic boundary condi-
tions. The first and second terms designate the competing exchange interactions
forming a helimagnetic state, in which J1 and J2 denote the antiferromagnetic
coupling strengths between the Eu2+ moments of the two nearest and next-nearest
layers, respectively, and S ¼ 7=2 for the Eu2+ ions. The third term indicates the
Zeeman energy. The fourth term reflects the planar magnetocrystalline anisotropy,
in which the spins tend to align in the ab plane and Kθ is the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy constant. Explanations of the cases involving the higher-order term of
magnetocrystalline anisotropy and the impact of the number of spin layers on Mc

are included in Supplementary Note 5. In the fifth term, the ferromagnetic inter-
action in the Eu2+ layer is treated as the mean field. Here, θi and φi denote the
polar and azimuthal angles of the individual spin~Si in each layer, respectively; θi is
the angle deviating from the c axis; and φi is the angle rotating in the ab plane
(φi ¼ 0 for the a axis and π=2 for the b axis). Because the planar spin rotation
symmetry is explicitly broken by applying H along the a axis in the easy plane,
which is taken to be the x axis, the order parameter of the helical state can be
expressed as∑5

i¼1cos5φi=5. A detailed explanation regarding the mean-field term is
described in Supplementary Note 5.

Data availability
The data supporting the findings of this study are available from the corresponding
authors upon reasonable request. The dataset associated with the crystallographic
structure that is analyzed in this study is available in the Crystallography Open Database
(COD) repository, #3000404.
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